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vV ELL, Sum1ner is come again, and here I an1 

once n1ore, among my little village acquaintances; 

who seem just as glad as ever to see me, though 

I did write a book to give them a hint of their 

several errors and failings; but as it was all done 

in a good-natured way, and with no other vi e \Y 

than to · render them 1nore a1niable and beloved, 

I hope they have taken it in good part; an<l in 

fact, I have every reason to belieYe they haYe 

clone so, since I have met ,vith a smiling receptiou 
B 
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e-:ery where, even from those whom I have cen

ured the most. 

I am told that the " Sketches of Little Girls" 

ha ,,e been read very attentively, and that most 

,.. of n1y portraits have been recognised. V{ ell, so 

n1uch the better:-for I am almost certain I cau 

~ee an impr0Yeme11t in two or three of my young 

heroines, which I am delighted to think may b~ 

111 some 111easure owing to the perusal of my 

book; and if it has had the effect of an1endiug a 

single fault in any one of them, I shall consider 

myself ·well rewarded for my pains. 

But n1y work is yet only half done; for there 

are little boys in the village, as well as little girls, 

and I see no reason vd1y I should not be as nn1ch 

interested in the well-doing of the former as of 

the latter. Besides) if I were to be 8ilent on tlrnt. 
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subject, the little gentlemen might, perhaps, say, 

"You see, Mr. Lovechild could not find any faults 

in us to write about." So for fear they should 

boast, and fancy themselves better than their 

5isters, I shall take the opportunity of n1y pre.sent 

visit, to notice their proceedings, and give ~. 

sketch of their characters. 
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THE 

I no not know any thing more pleasing than to 
see children conduct themselves properly on all 
occasions. There are some boys who never seem 
to know how they ought to behave, or to have the 
least idea of the difference between good and ill 
1nanners. For instance, I knew one who would 
teaze people with questions when they ·were 
reading or writing; take one's chair, if one hap
pened to rise for a moment; leave the door wide 
open on a cold day; and do a hundred other rude 
things, just because he did not take the trouble 
to think about the matter. 

However, I am going to mention a little boy 
who is exactly the reverse of this: I mean Tom 
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'Tribe, whose sisters you are already acquainted 
with. Now nobody has taken any particular 
pains to teach Tom to be polite, yet I never savr 
hi1n guilty of any rudeness; and I will tell you 
why it is: he always considers what is likely to 
be pleasant to other people, and carefully avoids 
doing what he thinks will be disagreeable. 

Yesterday, his mamma had the head-ache; and 
the moment Tom heard her say so, he put a\vay 
the cup and ball that he was playing with, and 
getting a book, sat down quietly to read. 

" Are you tired of your cup and ball, Tom?" 
said Mrs. Tribe. 

" No, mamma," replied Tom; " but it i:nakes a 
noise, and I heard you say you have the headache." 

If he is asked what he will have, at dinner, he 
never chooses anything of which there is but a 
small quantity, though it may happen to be the 
nicest; but he looks to see what there is plenty 
of, and asks for that :-for he knows that to take 
just what we like best, without caring whether 
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there is enough left for other people, is both rude 
and greedy. 

If Tom sees any one of his sisters standing, 
because there is no seat vacant, he never fails 
to offer his; and if any body happens to drop a 
handkerchief, a glove, or any other thing, he 
always runs to pick it up,. 

This morning, Fanny was coming down stairs 
with a work-box in her arms, which was almost 
too large and heavy for her to carry. Tom was 
busy spinning his top in the passage, but as soon 
as he saw Fanny with her box, he called out, 
" Stop, Fanny, I will come and bring down that 
box for you: I am stronger than you are. 

I like to see boys kind and attentive to their 
sisters, I always think well of them, directly; f.or 
many young folks, both boys and girls, are too 
apt to think, that so long as they behave well 
before company, it does not matter how rude and 
rough they are among themselves: but this is a 
great mistake, I can assure them. 
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Politeness should be exercised at all times,-it 
then becomes natural, and displays itself without 
effort on every occasion; whereas those who 
are habitually rude in their manners, when they 
are among their brothers and sisters, either at 
play, at lessons, or at meals, find it is very diffi
cult to behave like ladies and gentlemen at any 
ti1ne. But I was speaking of Tom Tribe: now, 
To1n is not particularly bright or clever; but his 
good manners make hiin so pleasing and agree
able, that I doubt whether any body would ever 
say, "Tom Tribe is a dull boy." 

Yesterday morning, I was walking in a field 
adjoining the garden, enjoying the freshness of 
the breeze, ·when suddenly there came on a heavy 
bower of rain. It came down so thick and fast, 

that I saw I should get wet through if I attempted 
to return to the house till it ·was over; so 1 took 
up n1y station under a large tree, hoping the 
branches were close enough to keep me dry. But 
I soon found the great drops come dropping from 
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the leaves upon my hat and coat; and should 
have been uncomfortable enough, jn a very few 
minutes. But before rnuch harm was done, I saw 
Tom running as fast as he could, with two um
brellas. " Here, Mr. Lovechild," said he, aln1ost 
out of breath, " I saw you fron1 the window, so I 
have brought you an umbre1la." 

You n1ay be sure I thanked the good-natured 
little fellow very heartily; for I am not fond of a 
wetting, particularly when I happen to have on a 
new coat, which was the case on this occasion. 



THE 

THERE is one little boy in the village vvho, I have 
no doubt, will make a clever man, for he never 
misses an opportunity of adding to his store of 
knowledge; which even now is not inconsiderable, 
although he is only just nine years old. The 
name of this very promising young friend of mine 
is Henry Goodwill. He is tall of his age, has 
light curly hair, and a countenance so full of in
telligence, that you may see at once he is a boy 
who observes and understands. 

I was quite surprised the other evening, 111 

taking a walk with him, to find how n1uch he 
knew of the wonderful improvements that are 
going on in the world. He was able to converse 
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\vith me quite in a scientific manner about rail
roads and steam-vessels: and seemed to compre
hend perfectly well, how much the comn1erce of 
various nations must be increased and benefitted 
by these speedy means of conveyance. He also 
knows what foreign countries carry on trade with 
England; and what are the chief commodities 
they export; and can tell you who is the reigning 
sovereign of every state in Europe, and what wars 
are going on in different parts of the world, and 
what are the causes of them. 

Now all such knowledge as this is gained by 
attention. For instance, I have often observed 
that, when at his father's table, the conversation 
turns on any subject that may afford him some 
useful information, Henry is al ways extremely 
attentive to all that is said; by which means he 
learns a great deal. . 

At school, I understand, he is generally at the 
top of his class, although there are boys in it 
three or four years older than himself; and I have 
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heard it whisphered, that he is likely to obtain the 
prize at Christmas: but this is easily accounted 
for, when I tell you, that he always makes it a 
rule to learn all his lessons before he thinks of 
any thing else. Then his exercise i~ usually the 
1nost correct of any in the class; for he writes it 
first on a slate, then looks it over carefully to see 
if he has made any mistakes: and having altered 
all the errors he can find, he copies it into his 
book; an excellent plan, which saves all the inter
lining and scratching-out that frequently defaces 
a school-boy's exercise book. 

After this description, I think I hear some of 
n1y juvenile readers exclaim, " This is all very 
fine, but I hate boys who are always poring over 
books; they are so dull, they never have any fun." 
Now, as far as regards Henry, they would be very 
much mistaken; for I assure you he is as fond of 
fun as any body, and takes care to have plenty of 
it, whenever he can. 

VVe may love pleasure and wisdom too; but 
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there are times and seasons for all things. They 
who do nothing but play, never grow wise; but 
they who study first, and play afterwards, will be 
both wise and merry. Henry is an only son, and 
it is a great pleasure to his parents to see him so 
attentive to instruction; for it gives them hopes 
that he will distinguish himself hereafter in any 
profession he may follow; nor do I think their 
expectations are likely to be disappointed. 



THE 

THERE cannot possibly be a greater contrast than 

between Henry Goodwill and Frank Careless; the 

latter being as heedless and unthinking as the 

forn1er is thoughtful and attentive. Frank does 

nothing ·well, because he never thinks about ,vhat 

he is doing. Let him be en1ployed about what he 

may, on he goes, hap-hazard; without considering 

for a n1oment whether he is right or wrong; con

sequently, he is almost sure to be wrong: at least, 

that is the case nine tin1es out of ten, on an 

average. 
" Have you finished your exercise, Frank:-" 

asked his papa, one night, when I happened to be 

there. 

:t 
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'· Oh, yes, a long time ago," replied Frank. 
" Then let me look at it," said his father; " for 

I think you must have hurried it very n1uch." 
"No, papa, I took plenty of time; but I will 

i-;how it to you:" and he brought his book without 
the least hesitation; in full confidence~ I dare say, 
that the examination would prove satisfactory: 
hnt his fancied security iu the merit of his per
forn1ance soon received a check, for there ,Yas a 
1nistake in the very first line. 

" Why, look here," said his papa; '' Do you 
call 'happy' a noun?" 

'' No: I have not put it so," replied the heed
less little boy; " it is an adjective." 

"Bnt you have ·written a noun, Frank; look at 
it yourself." 

"So I have, I declare; why, I must have been 
thinking of the next ,vord; here, I can scratch it 
out in a minute." 

"Ah! that scratching-out is a very bad system," 
ohscrYed his father, grnsely; " I wish you would 
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bestow a little 1nore thought on the words, before 
you ·write them, and then there will be no occa
sion to scratch out at all." 

" Well, I don't think you will find any more 
mistakes, papa." 

" I hope not., my dear; but I have my doubts 
on the subject; however, we shall see." He pro
ceeded with the exercise; but before he came to 
the end of the third line, a fresh exclamation 
betokened another mistake. ,~ Bless me, Frank. 
how do you spell preposition?" 

Frank spelt the word correctly enough; and his 
papa asked hin1 why he had not written it so. "I 
thought I had," answered Frank, as usual: theu 
added, on looking at it., " Oh, now I see; I have 
left out the 'ti,' it is a mistake. I can easily alter 
it, papa: I can write 'ti,' over the top." 

In this manner they went through the ,vhole 
exercise; in which there were no fewer than 
twenty-five mistakes; all proceeding from care
lessness, and not fron1 want of knowing better. 
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After a severe admonition from his father, and 
a promise of amendment, he brought a puzzle map 
to the table, and amused himself by putting it 
together till it was time to go to bed, he then 
put it into the box, and wished us all 'good night.' 

~, Are you sure you have put away all the pieces 
of your map, Frank?" asked his mamma. 

" Yes, mamma." 
" Did you count them, my dear?" 
" No: but I know they are all right. Good 

night, 1namma.'' And away he went, with his box 
under his arm, and nothing more ·was thought 
about it. 

Soon afterwards, mamma let her handkerchief 
fall; and in stooping to pick it up, found t·wo 
pieces of the map, which proved to be Durham 
aud Middlesex, under the table. This was so 
like Frank: if he had only taken the trouble to 
count the pieces as he arranged them in the box he 
would at once have discovered that there were two 
missing, and he might have looked for them at 

C 
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the time, and have seen that the map was com
plete before he put it hy; but as it ,vas, he had 
very nearly rendered a nice toy worthless and in
complete by mere negligence; for if his main ma 
had not happened to drop her handkerchiPf, the 
two poor unfortunate counties of Durhain and 
l\iiddlesex might never have been heard of again. 

In every thing that he does, Frank exhibits the 
sa1ne carelessness and inattention. If he is sent 
up stairs for any thing, be is .sure to bring some
thing different, or to return before he gets half 
·way, to ask what it was that he ·was told to fetch. 
Frequently ·when he is reading, he will ask tht1 
meaning of some difficult word, vd1ich his papa or 
n1a1nma will kindly explain to him; but if he· 
meets with the same word again, ten 1ninut('S 
afterwards, he has to ask its meaning again, so 
little attention does he pay to what he is told. 

Now all young people, girls as well as boys, 
1nust see, if they reflect about it at all, vdiat a bad 
thing it is to be inattentive; for what progress 
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can they possibly make in their studies, if they 
forget as fast as they learn ?-There is constantly 
the same thing to be taught them over and oYer 
again, and so they never get any forwarder. 

Attention is one of the best qualities children 
can possess; and I would advise all my young 
friends to think seriously of this matter. Nothing 
is more likely to affect the interest of their fu
ture lives, than habits of attention or inattentio11, 
formed in early youth. 

-
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THE 

I no not recollect whether, in speaking of the 
Tribes, I ever mentioned Charles; aud I ·wonder 
at it, too, for he is a great favourite of mine, and 
·would certainly be one of the best and nicest little 
boys in the village, if it were not for one great 
fault, vYhich I have frequently heard with regret. 
But it is one that may easily be got over, if he 
takes any pains to do so: and I hupe he vdll, for 
he is old enough now, and wise enough too, to 
see his faults, and to correct them. 

I dare say: you are v~·ondering all this time 
\\ hat it is that I do not like in Charles; I am just 
going to tell you. He is covetous. He cannot 
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see a new toy without wishing for it; and if any 
of his younger brothers or sisters have a present 
made to them, Charles is never easy till he has 
obtained it for himself; either by persuading them 
to change with him for some of his old toys, that 
he is tired of, or by making them fine promises, 
that he may never be able to perform. 

I found all this out ~ome time ago, quite by 
chance; and I own I was surprised as well as 
grieved when I made the discovery, for till then 
I had thought him a very generous boy. 

A lady who came on a visit for a few days , 
brought with her from town a little present for 
each of the young Tribes. To some of them she 
gave a book, to others a pretty toy; and very 
much pleased they all were. But I soon perceived 
that Charles, whose present was a large micros
cope, cast a longing eye on a Noak's-Ark and a 
fine elephant with a castle on his back: the former 
belonging to Fred., and the latter to a little fellow 
about five years old. 
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Soon afterwards, I saw them all three holding a 
deep consultation, in one corner of the ro01n; and 
I had the curiosity to listen to what was going 
forward, ·when I distinctly heard Charles trying 
to persuade his two little brothers to give him 
their new toys for son1e of his old ones. 

"I will give you my sand toy and box of domi
noes, and Jack in the box, for your Noah's-Ark, 
Fred.," said he; '' then, you know, you will have 
three things instead of one, so that will be a 
great deal better for you. 

Poor Fred. looked rather incredulous; but after 
a little more of the same sort of argument on the 
part of Charles, he consented to give up his ne,v 
toy; and the exchange was made forthwith. 

By similar means, Charles made himself master 
of the elephant; and thus the two little boys ,vere 
deprived of the presents that were made to them, 
and Charles ungenerously took possession of more 
than was intended for him. 

The next morning, I saw Charles playing with 
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the N oah1s-Ark. " vVhy, Charles," said I, '· I 
thought that was Fred 'st' 

" So it was," replied Charles; ~, but he has given 
it to me." 

"Yes; Charles persuaded me to give it to him," 
said little Fred., " but I should like to have it 
back again; for I do not like the things he gave 
me half so well as the Noah's-Ark." 

I now endeavoured to show Charles how un
generous it was to induce his little brothers to 
part ,vith their play-things; and to convince him 
that be, being the elder, ought rather to protect 
them, than to take any thing from them; but he 
still seemed to think, that if his brothers con
sented to exchange, it was all fair. 

HoweYer, I hope he will reflect on the subject 
and see ho-w wrong it is, in the first place, to 
covet that which belongs to another person; and 
secondly, that be ought to do as he would be 
done by; and I am quite sure he would not like 
to be talked out of his toys by bis brother Tom, 

' 
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·who is older than he. But Tom would not at
ten1pt to do such a thing, I am quite sure; and I 
hope Charles will in future be contented with his 
own things, and let his brothers rest quietly in 
possession of theirs. 



THE 

'' HENRY, my dear, I wish I could see you learn
ing your lesson for to-morrow." 

" I will, directly, mamma; let me just finish 
this game." 

And away he went, hopping round the garden 
on one foot, in pursuit of a ball that was rolling 
along on the ground. I could not think what 
amusement he could find in such an employment; 
but afterwards understood, it was the object of 
the game to keep the ball moving forward, by 
touching it with the foot ·while in the act of 
hopping. This is a favourite pastime of all the 
little boys in the village, who try to outdo each 
other at it; the difficulty being to send the ball 
along in a direct line. 
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Henry was so entirely engrossed by this sport, 
that he did not observe me, although I ·was stand
ing at the window, talking to his mother, who 
was telling n1e what a bad habit he has of putting 
off every thing he has to do till the very last 
1nornent; "In consequence of ·which," said she, 
"he is always behindhand; and you cannot think, 
l\iir. Lovechild, what trouble it gives me." 

The day in question ·was a holiday; but Henry 
had a long Latin exercise to write, and a lesson 
to learn for the next morning. Again he passed 
the window, hopping after his ball, and again his 
1namma reminded him of the duties he had to 
perform. "Come, Harry; come, you kno-w what 
your papa says: 'Business first, and pleasure 
afterwards.' " 

" I will come in, directly, mamma," said the 
dilatory little boy, " there is plenty of time; it is 
not five o·clock yet, and I can do all I have to do 
in one hour." 

Five o'clock came-half-past five--and yet no 

0 
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lessons ·were begun. At length, it struck six; and 
we saw Henry running up the garden so fast that 
he was quite out of breath. As he approached, 
,.ve both perceived that he looked highly delighted; 
and as soon as he came within hearing, he called 
out, " Oh, mamma ! here is Aunt Jane, with Willy 
and James, coming across the co111mon,-they are 
coining to tea, I dare say; I am so glad. What 
fun we shall have!" 

Willy and Jan1es were Henry's cousins; both 
uearly the same age as himself, and he was very 
fond of them; but as they lived at some distance, 
he had not seen them for several \Yeeks. 

"Now, what a pity it is your lessons are not 
learned," said his mamma. 

Poor Henry, in the excess of his joy, had quite 
forgotten this circumstance, till thus ren1inded of 
it; and I think if you had seen the change that 
came over his countenance, you would have been 
convinced that procrastination is a fault ,vhich 
brings its own punishment. 
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Instead of being able to enjoy himself with his 
cousins, Henry had to sit down to his tasks. 
And I do not think his n1amma was sorry that he 
had brought this disappointment on himself; for 
she thought it might be a salutary lesson for the 
future; and help to cure him of a failing, which, 
if not checked while he is yet young, may become 
a settled habit, and prove a serious misfortune to 
him in after life. 

It is one of my favourite maxims, as I think I 
have before observed,-never to put off till to
morrow that which can be done to-day ;-and the 
older I grow, the more I am convinced of the 
danger of delay. 
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I DARE say you will be surprised at the term, 
and wonder "" hat I mean by an exact little boy: 
but I can easily explain it; and, in so doing, shal1 
say a few V\'ords in praise of the quality of exact
ness; which is a very valuable one to its possessor, 
and has often been the means of making men's 
fortunes. Think of that, little boys,-for you will 
all be 1nen some day, I hope, and have your for
tunes to make by some trade or profession. It 
is then you will find the benefit of exactness: 
therefore it is desirable that you should acquire 
the habit while you are young, that it may grow 
up with you. 

The exact little boy al ways rises at the same 
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hour 1u the n1orning; perforn1s all his tasks at 
the proper time; is neat in all that he does; n1ake~ 
a point of finishing one thing before he begius 
another; carries messages correctly; puts every 
thing into its right place, and is sure to re1nem
ber whatever he is desired to do. 

George Timevvell is one of the very few young 
gentle1nen ,vho answe1~ to this description. In
deed, he is so very exact, that some of the children 
in the village say he is like clock ,York, and takf 
upon themselves to ridicule hin1 in consequence: 
but as \Ye are all moving machines, every oue of 
us perhaps 1nay be with equal justice compared to 
a clock, the only difference being, that some are 
like a clock that goes right, and others like one 
that goes wrong. Now, I should think that no
body can have the least doubt about v;hich is thP 
best. 

George Time well, then, resembles a good clock. 
that goes "·ell, and can therefore be always de
pended upon; which is a great comfort to hi--
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friends, and a great pleasure to himself, for he is 
both believed and trusted, beyond the extent that 
hoys of his age usually are; for there are n1any, 
who, although they would not wilfully tell a story, 
are yet so heedless and forgetful, that they are 
often quite wrong, even when they think they are 
telling th~ truth. 

,vhatever George says is sure to be correct to a 
letter, and I have known hin1 to carry a long 
message without misplacing a single word. I }Vill 
just give you two or three instances of the advan
tage of establishing a character for exactness. 

The other day, l\1r. Tirnewell missed a volume 
of the History of England fron1 his bookcase; the 
work had just been handsomely bound, therefore 
he \Yas very particular that it should not be laid 
about to be soiled; so, finding the second Yolume 
,vas not in its place, he enquired rather augrily, 
who bad taken it out. 

" I saw George reading it yesterday," said a 
little girl. 
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George was called, and asked what he had done 
with the book. "I put it in the book-case, as 
soon as I had done reading," said George. 

"Then somebody must have taken it out since," 
said Mr. Timewell, for when George said he had 
put it back in its place, his papa felt as sure that 
he had done so, as if he had seen him do it. 

I dare say, you can imagine that many little 
boys are so forgetful, that their papas would still 
have suspected that they had not replaced the 
book, although they thought they had; but no one 
entertained such an idea about George; for the 
moment he said he had put it away again, every 
body was convinced he had done so. 

It was afterwards found that his uncle James 
had called in the evening to borro,v this very 
book, and finding nobody at home, he had taken 
it away with him: as he knew he was at liberty 
to borrow any volume he wanted, from his bro
ther's library. 

On another occasion, a dispute arose among 
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five or six of the little boys, as they were at play 
in the meadow, which ended in a fight. It 
grieves me to tell of any thing so disgraceful, but 
so it was: and in the course of the affray, Master 
Starling ·was thrown down, and cut his face very 
badly on a sharp stone. 

The next morning, an enquiry was instituted, 
in order to discover who were the parties most 
deserving of punishment; but the accounts given 
of the affair by those who had been concerned in 
it, ·was so confused, each trying to exculpate 
himself by throwing the blame on the rest, that 
it was almost impossible to judge who ,vas most 
in fault. At last, the parents of lVlaster Sterling 
thought of asking if George Timewell was present 
when the quarrel began. Somebody recollected 
that he was. "That is fortunate," said they; for 
now we shall be able to learn the exact truth." 

George was sent for, and requested to state the 
particulars, which he was rather reluctant to do. 
as he did not wish to expose the bad conduct of 

D 
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any of his companions; but when it was pointed 

out to hirn that it was but an act of justice· to 

1nake known the culprit, in order that the 

innocent 1night not suffer for the guilty, he im
n1ediately stated the fact; and it_ turned out that 

the chief offender was young Crabbe; of \vhon1 I 

shall have n1ore to say by an~ by. The matter 

being thus cleared up., Crabbe was debarred from 
playing with the other boys for a whole week; 

and the rest of the fighters were severely re

primanded. 



THE 

~@©~ lL □ ulf'lL~ IBs©Vg 

I 

AYE,-That's the boy for me !-The good boy.
There is nothing like being good; for ·without 
goodness,· the brightest genius in the world is of 
little worth. We cannot compensate for the want 
of goodness by great talents, although we may 
easily n1ake up for want of talent by being good. 
A boy rnay be clever; he 1nay be at the head of 
his class; he may gain prizes, and be distinguished 
aboYe all his schoolfellows, by his superior abilities; 
but if he is not good as well as clever, he will 
not be half so 1nuch beloved as the boy of inferior 
capacity, but n1ore an1iable disposition. 

1 row I am myself a great frien<l to gl~nius: and 
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think there is nothing n1ore ,vorthy of admiration 
than a good head, coupled ,vith a good heart; but 
,Yere I obliged to make a choice betvveen the two, 
I should certainly prefer excellence of heart to 
excellence of understanding, at any time; and I 
believe most people would do the san1e. 

Richard Best is as good a boy as I ever knew; 
for he is dutiful to his parents, kind and affec
tionate to his brothers and sisters, diligent at 
~chool, attentive at church, never forgets to say 
his prayers night and morning, and ·would not, I 
t!.ln convinced, be ten1pted to tell an untruth. He 
is gentle and humane towards all living things, 
never hunting butterflies, taking birds'-nests, or 
rishing for mere amusen1ent, as many boys do; 
for all those sports he calls cruel, and not only 
refrains from them himself, but tries to dissuade 
his companions from such amusements. 

Richard is careful "\Yith his clothes and books; 
for he knows that they co~t a great deal of 
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1noney; and that money is not obtained without 
labour. "My papa," he says, "must have a great 
deal of trouble to get money enough to buy us 
all the things we want; so we ought to take care' 
not to spoil them, that he may not have to buy 
more for a long while." If all the boys and girls 
had as much consideration, they might save their 
parents many pounds, which are wasted through 
mere idleness and neglect. 

I will just give you an instance of the difference 
that a careless or a careful behaviour may make. 
Richard and his brother Sam had each a new 
suit of clothes last New Year's Day. Whenever 
Richard had his on, he took care to put on a 
pinafore in the house; and ,vhen he was out, 
avoided the dirty paths, and did not romp about 
as he did when he had his old clothes on. 

But Sam made no difference, old or ne-w; often 
sat down to dinner without his pinafore, and 
soon had his nice new coat and trowsers covered 
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,Yith spots of grease. Then he would climb up 
trees, or swing upon a gate, or make snow-balls, 
or play any other pranks, wholly regardless of 
his clothes; so that in three months they were 
quite spoiled; while Richard's were as good as 
new. Yet Richard had quite as much fun as Sam: 
only he took care to have his old clothes on when 
he was going to play at any rough kind of 
ga1ne. 

Sam was therefore obliged to have another suit 
of clothes, which cost three guineas; besides 
which, he had two extra hats, because he tore 
the crown out of one, and let another fall into a 
ditch. Yet, after all this needless expense, he 
never looked half so neat as his brother. 

Then at school he was so careless with his 
books, that all the covers got torn off, and the 
leaves half lost, in a very short time; while 
Richard's remained in good condition; so that 
when the bill came in at Midsummer, there were 
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no less than twenty-five shillings down for books, 
that were merely to replace those that Sain had 
spoiled or lost; and all in the short space of six 
months. A good boy never wastes the property 
of his parents in this heedless manner; but consi
ders, as Richard does, that money is not gained 
without trouble. 



THE 

THERE is a pleasant meadow at the end of the 
village, called Daisy Green: a pretty name enough 
and given to it, I suppose, because it is so thickly 
studded with daisies, the whole summer long. To 
Daisy Green the boys are in the habit of going 
every afternoon, to amuse themselves with a va
riety of sports; among which are Cricket, Trap
and-Ball, Fly-the-Garter, Prisoners' Base, and 
many others that I used to be well acquainted 
with fifty years ago; and even now, old as I am, 
I sometimes join in, for although I am not nimble 
enough to play at fly-the-garter, I can fly a kite; 
and as to cricket, I am a match for the best 
among them. 
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It is here that I have had occasion to remark, 
more than once, the quarrelsome temper of Mas
ter Anthony Crabbe, the brother of Susan Crabbe, 
,vhom I described in my" Sketches of Little Girls,'' 
Anthony is quite as ill-tempered as his sister, and 
far more violent. Neither of the young people 
are much liked, and I have sometimes heard them 
called the two cross Crab bes; and, if I must speak 
the truth, I am afraid they merit the title. 

When a number of boys are accustomed to play 
frequently together, they should each give way a 
little to the rest: and if any game is proposed 
that is not quite agreeable to some of them, they 
should join in it good-humouredly; and then the 
others will be willing, another time, to join them 
in any game that they like best. 

This is the only way to be happy together; and 
indeed, I believe they all do so, except Anthony, 
who objects to every thing that is not proposed 
by himself, and seldom plays for half an hour 
without having a dispute with somebody. The 
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consequence is, that none of the boys like to play 
with him, so that he is often left almost by himself; 
then, instead of trying to make himself agreeable 
to the rest, and offering good-humouredly to join 
in any game that is going forward, he goes home 
in a sulky temper, and quarrels with his brothers 
and sisters. · 

It is the same thing at school. He is always 
making complaints to the master, of one or other 
of his schoolfellows; but I understand the master 
does not often give ear to him, for he knows what 
a quarrelsome boy he is, and that any offence 
he complains of is very likely to have been his 
own creating. Therefore, you see, a quarrelsome 
temper prevents a boy from gaining friends, and 
is sure to make him very unhappy. 
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Irr is now time for me to conclude my visit for 

this year; for the leaves are beginning to fall 

fron1 the trees, and the autumn evenings to gro,v 

cold. Once more, then, I bid adieu to the pleasant 

village ,vhere I have spent so many happy hours; 

and to the little friends for whose welfare I am 

deeply interested. 



.. 
11 FAREWELL. 

May they live long and be happy~ and may 

each succeeding year see them improve in good

ness and kno,Yledge= as well as stature. 

With these, and all other good wishes, 

I remain, 

Their very true Friend, 

DUAN AND CO. PRfNTBRS, 
·raREA.DNE:SDLE•ijTBKKT, LO:<"DON. 

SOLOMON LOVECHILD. 

FINIS. 



BOOI{S, ONE-SHILLING EACH. 

In cloth, square size, with plain and coloitred engravings in Ol'namental bordel's. 

A \'ISIT TO THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, REGENT's PARK. 
A pleasing description of this delightful place of fashionable resort, and a 
familiar account of the nature and peculiar habits of the many rare and 
remarkable ,\nimals contained therein. By J. BISHOP. 

Neat square size, with twelve coloured illustrative engravings. 

DAME WIGGINS OF LEE, .AND HER WONDERFUL CATS; 
A hnmorous tale, about the worthy Old Dame and her Seven whiskered 
fa\'Ourites: written principally by a Lady of Ninety. 

Neat square size, with sixteen humorous coloured engravings. 

A;\IUSING ALPHABET, oa, EASY STEPS TO A B C; 
The Letters printed in plain bold type, each rendered familiar by an easy 
verse, amt, also, the Figures, from l to g familiarly explained. 

Neat square size, with twenty-nine pleasing coloured engravings, 

U="CLE BU~CLE's TRUE AND INSTRUCTIVE STORIES 
ABOCT ANIMALS, INSECTS, PLANTS, &c. 

Conveying, by means of a pleasing tale, an interesting account of some of 
the most remarkable objects of animate and inanimate Nature. 

Square size, embellished with seven appropriate engravings. 

THE THREE BASKETS. 
Or, LITTLE GARDE:-IER, LITTLE P,1.11'TER, AND LITTLE CARPENTER, 

Describing how and in what manner Henry, Richard, and Charles were 
occupied during the absence of their Father. By ::\1rs. Burden. 

Square size, with seven coloured engravings, in fancy borders. 

SKETCHES OF LITTLE GIRLS; 
The Good-natured Little (,irl, the Thoughtless, the Yain, the Orderly, the 
~lovenly, the Snappish, the Persevering, the Forward, the Modest, and 
the Awkward Littl.: Girl. Uy Solomon Lovechild. 

Square size , with seven coloured engra\·ings, in fancy border~. 
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ONE SHILLING BOOKS-co::--nxuEn. 

SKETCHES OF LITTLE BOYS; 
The Well-behaved Little Boy, the Attentive, Inattentive, Covetous, Dila
tory, Exact, Quarrelsome, and Good Little Boy. By Solomon Lovechild. 

Square size, with seven coloured engravings, in faucy borders. 

A GIFT TO YOUNG FRIENDS; OR, THE GurnE TO GooD; 

About the Good Man of the 1Iill,-from whom all Good Things come,-thc 
Lost Purse,-Self-will,-the Careless Boy,-Good Boy,-the Way to Save. 
in words of 011e Syllable. By ;\Ji,;s Comer. 

Sqnare size, with seven coloured engravings, in fancy borders. 

~HORT TALES IN SHORT WORDS, 
About the Lame Boy, the Sea Shore, the Cross Boy, and the Stray Child. 
By Mrs. Burden. 

Square size, ,-..ith seven fancifully .. bordered coloured engrnYings. 

4'f0. LARGE SQUARE SIZE. 

PICTURES OF ENGLISH HISTORY; 
A brief and pleasing sketch of the leading events of History. By :111ss 
SARCEA~T. 

Illustrated with sixteen coloured engra vinl!~. 

ARITHMETIC 11ADE EASY; oR, FIRST STEP TO KNOWLEDGE; 
In which, by playful examples and pleasing pictures, a knowledge of the 
rudiments of Arithmetic is conveyed to the minds of very young children. 

Illustrated with beautiful coloured engravic;g!'. 

SOMETHING ABOUT CHINA At\D THE CHINESE; 
Descriptive of these singular people, their manners and customs. 

Illnstrated with twentr coloured engra nng~. 

GEOGRAPHICAL ALPHABET: 
A pleasing introduction to a knowledge of S()me of the most celebrated 
places, or interesting portions, of the habitable w:.irld. By B CLA YTo~·. 

Jllustrated with twenty.six coloured cngraviugs. 
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UNCLE BUNCLE's NEW TOY BOOKS, 
With approp1·iate coloured Eng1·avings, and in ornamented fancy cove1·s. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's VISIT TO LITTLE JOHNNY GREEN, 
The best little Boy that ever was seen: with seven coloured engravings. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's ADVENTURES OF LITTLE HARRY, 
THE SAILOR BOY; with seven coloured engravings of what he endured. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's ROSY LITTLE COTTA GERS, 
With seven coloured engravings, descriptive of how they were employed. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's NEW AND PRETTY TALES, 
About seven interesting subjects, each embellished with a pretty picture. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's STORY OF MAKING TEA rN CHINA, 
Growth of the plant,-picking, drying, &c.-exhibited in seven engravings. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's NEW AND CURIOUS A, B, C, 
With pretty coloured pictures, illustrating each of the twenty six lett~rs. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's NEW STORIES ABOUT ANIMALS, 
With seven coloured engravings, exhibiting their habits, usefulness, &c. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's NEvV STORIES ABOUT BIRDS, 
With seven coloured pictures, in which the prettiest Birds are introduced. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's LORD :rvIAYOR's SHOvV, 
\Yith fourteen coloured pictures of this splendid &how, by land and water. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's ROYAL ALPHABET, 
With coloured pictures explaining the subjects in a very pleasing manner. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's COMICAL BOYS, 
\'l'ith fourteen plates, illustrative of the comical ways of the young folks. 

UNCLE BUNCLE's CURIOUS FIGURES, oR, l, 2, 3, 
With se,·en coloured engravings, representative of Figures ant! Xumbers. 

U~CLE BU~CLE's STORY OF LITTLE P. PAGANINI, 
And an account of his wonderful Fiddle: with seven coloured engra vingb. 



GRANDMAMMA EASY'S 
NEW PICTORIAL TOY BOOKS,-NEARLY 8vo, IMPERIAL. 

ALL ORIGIX.A.L, 

THIRTEEN SORTS, SJX-PEKCE EACH. 

, GRAi\'DTvIAl\HdA EASY's l\IERRY !vIULTIPLICATION. 
With seventeen coloured engravings. 

GRANDMA:VHdA EASY's NE\V STORY ABOUT OLD 
DADDY LOKGLEGS. Jllustratecl with eight coloured engravings. 

GRANDl\:IAMl\JA EASY's NE\V STORY ABOUT 
LITTLE JACK HOR.'ER. With eight coloured engravings. 

GRANDMAMl\.IA EASY's :i\IICHAELMAS DAY, OR, 
THE FATE OF POOR 1IOLLY GOOSEY. Eight coloured engravings. 

GRANDMAMi\IA EASY's ALDERl'vIAi\''s FEAST, A 
NEW ALPHABET. Illustrated with eight coloured engravings. 

GRANDMAl\'IMA EASY's ACCOUNT OF THE PUBLIC 
BUILDINGS OF LONDOX. "ith twelve neat coloured engravings. 

GRANDMAl\Jl\JA EASY's vVONDEHS OF A TOY-SHOP. 
Embellished with eight coloured engradngs. 

GRANDl\JAl'dl'vIA EASY's NK\V STORY OF THE 
QL'EEN OF HEAR1 S. ·with eight coloured engravings. 

GRANDMAl\11IA EASY's NE\V PICTORIAL BIBLE. 
Illnstratecl with twenty. eight appropriate coloured engraving,;, 

GRANDMAl\JMA EASY's NE\V STORY ABOUT 
LITTLE TO?II THU11B A.1.'D HTS MOTIIEH. Eight coloured plate~. 

GRANDMAl\L\IA EASY's PH.ETTY STORIES ABOUT 
THE ELEPHANT. Embellishcll with eight coloured cngrnvings, 

GRANDl\IAi\L\IA EASY's PRETTY STORIES ABOUT 
TIIE CA:\IEL. \Y!th nine cu:ourcct engravings, 

GRAND1·IA1\It.IA EASY'::; TRA \'ELS OF LITTLE 
MATTY )lAC:\RO ?\I. Erubcll.~hcd with eight coloured engravi1 gs. 
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